PLEASE READ THESE TERMS OF CAR HIRE AND DRIVING TEST BEFORE YOU SUBMIT
YOUR APPLICATION BELOW
DRIVING TEST
By making this application you confirm that you have been taught the entire syllabus for learning to
drive and can drive unaided. The DVSA have a policy of retesting Driving Instructors who present
pupils to test who are not at test standard. When on the test, if the examiner takes action, verbally
or physically our Instructor may have to be retested and could face losing their licence and
livelihood. Therefore we will check your progress records and consult with your instructor before
we allow you the use of a car. If we believe that you are not at the correct standard we will refuse
the use of a 5Day car. Applicants agree to allow 5DAY to book their test using the DSA internet test
booking site. Where fast track has been selected this will mean a test 75% sooner than the
national waiting list which can include, although not guaranteed, a test at short notice. (within 3
days) A short notice test cannot be cancelled without full loss of fee. In some cases your test
maybe booked at very short notice and you may only receive 12 hours notice. Please do not select
fast track unless you are able to attend a test at short notice. You cannot use the 5Day fast track
service if you have any special needs or disabilities but should book a test directly with the DVSA.
5DAY will inform the applicant of a test appointment by text message and/or email to the email
address and mobile phone number provided. A record will be kept of this. It is the applicant’s
responsibility to type their information accurately on the application form and to check email daily
and to make their phone available to accept text messages over the next 14 days.
The applicant gives 5DAY permission to charge on any further test fees incurred in the case of
moving the test to a slot deemed as over-time by the DSA. The DSA charge a premium rate for any
test taken outside of their normal operating hours including tests taking place on a Saturday.
CAR HIRE
This hire agreement is for a dual controlled car and supervising driver, to accompany the candidate
to the DSA test centre closest to 5DAY starting from the 5DAY training facilities approximately 30
minutes before the driving test time. Once started car hire cannot be cancelled. The car will be
made available for use on the driving test whilst in the company of a DSA Driving Examiner. This
car hire does not entitle the hirer to the services of any Instructor for the purposes of
accompanying them whilst on the DSA test. At the end of the test the hirer will be transported back
to the 5DAY training facilities by any reasonable means at 5DAY’s expense.
Although the first choice of car will be the car that was used on the candidates course, there is no
guarantee that any particular car will be supplied for use on the test as vehicles are subject to
availability. 5DAY reserve the right to change the allocation of any vehicle at short notice. In the
case of test double booking or where the hire car is already at the test centre, 5DAY reserve the
right to transport the hirer to test centre by any reasonable means.
The hirer will be responsible for any uninsured losses in relation to any claim made on the relevant
insurance policy from any cause whilst in the care, custody, or control on the DSA Driving Test. In
any event, 5DAY retain the right to refuse the use of the hire vehicle on test if, in the opinion of the
Instructor or supervising driver, the hirer constitutes a risk to public safety when driving unassisted.
It is your responsibility to ensure that you can drive unassisted safely as refusal to use a car on test
may result in the loss of your test fee and the refusal of the use of any future 5Day car for test.
The hirer will be responsible for any motoring conviction and/or speeding/parking fine while on the
DSA Driving Test.
The hirer gives 5DAY permission to release any such information required in relation to the section
above to any government department with regard to the identity of the driver on the DSA Driving
Test
DRIVING TEST AND CAR HIRE APPLICATION CANCELLATION
If you need to cancel this application, please use the link below:
Cancel this application
You must give at least 3 clear working days notice in office hours which are Monday to Friday 9-5
FEES
The driving test fee is 62.00 (Overtime tests are 75.00) and the car hire for the test is free of
charge for your first test and £60.00 for repeat attempts
DATA PROTECTION

5DAY uses the DVSA business booking service to book your test. Please read the guidelines of
this service in relation to your data protection https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dvsadriving-test-booking-service-data-protection/dvsa-driving-test-booking-service-data-protection
Registered office
5Day (Norwich) Ltd 141 147 Queens Road Norwich Norfolk NR1 3PN

